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A'STUDY OF MATHEMATICS. NEEDED FOR
DENTAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY, MEDICAL LABORATORY

TECHNOLOGY, AND RESPIRATORY THERAPY

INTRODUCTION

4
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Many studies trave been done Ouringthe past decade concerning.which mathe-

Metrics skills are needed for technicians working'in business and industry. -The

tommittee on the UndeTaduate Program in Mathematics (CUPM) of he Mathematics

'Ass'ociatign of..America Made recommendations concerning general and applied mathe-
.

matics curricula during-the late 1960s and early 1970s. ,None of those recommen-

dations involved mathematics needed by tedhnicians working in the health eields.

4The Milwaukee Area Technical College (MATC) Technical.Mathematics Project

was conducted. from 1965 to 1970 with the goals of reducing student dropouts in

teshnica mathematics. The criteria for curriculum-development for the Technical
c

Mathematics Project were as-follows:

1. Each mathematics topi-d had to be relevant for technicians.

2. The content had to begin at a level which coincided with the

entry skills of students.

. Th, instruction had to proceed at a pace which coincided with

the learning speed of the students.

The Technical MathemAtics PrOject developed a mathematics curriculum for

industrial 'technicians. Since the development of that curriculum, there has

been an increase in enrollment in mathematics by health technology students.

MATC has .bcis;ory of offering mathematics courses that are responsive to

community needs. It was therefore with the suppoTI of the MATC Mathematics

Department and Administration, that a study was conducted to determine what4

mathematics skills were needed for Dental Laboratory TeOnology, Medical

Laboratory TeChnology, and Respiratory Therapy.

4,
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KEY QUESTIONS

The study wastconducted during 1978 and 1979 and provided answers to the

fiiTrbieng questions:

1. What is the content of the mathematics courses that are currently

being taught to students enrolled in dental laboratory technology,

-medical laboratory technology, and respiratory therapy?

/ 2. What do employers, employees, technical instructors, and licensing

bodies perceive the content to be?

3. What mathematics skills do most bf th se students possess when/they

enter MATC?

4. 4 the mathematics needed.by students in these health occupations

programs different from the mathematics currently being taught?

5. Can the input into mathematics curriculum development be increased

by requesting cooperation from people outside the area of

mathematics?
I

As a first step in answering these questions, data were obtaine' from

several studies, course outlipes, textbooks, and reports. This info tion

was 'used to construct a seventy-nine item mathematics ski 1'1 questionnaire

that wds administered to employers, employees, technical instructors, licensing

'bodies, and mathematics instructors.

Opinions of Employers, Employees, Technical
Instructors, and Licensing Bodies

The questionnaire was used to determine the opinions of emploArs,

employees, technical instructors, and licensing bOdies. The health technology

instructorsFat each of the appropriate institutions in the Wisconsin Vocational,

Technical and Adult Education (VTAE) S '$stem were contacted by mail and asked

to complete the questionnaire. Eighteen of the 25 instructors replied. The

information ydt ered was rank ordered to determine which skills were considered
,

most important by those insfructor.
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Each of the appropriate institutions in the VTAE systeM was contacted by

mail requesting a list of recent graduates from the dental laboratory tech-

nology, medical laboratory technology, and respiratory therapy programs. All
1

of these graduates were then contacted by mail and asked to complete the

questionnaire. Eighty-eight of the 157 graduates replied. The information

was rank ordered to'determine the opinion of employees.

. Each of the previously mentioned VTAE schools was also'gsked for the

names of the employers of their graduates. The names of all of the employers

were not available from the schools. The schools supplied the names. of

several employers and the graduates themselyes supplied the names of addi-

tional employers. These employers were then contacted by mail and asked to

complete the questionnaire. Forty-nine employers were contacted and thirty-.

two replied. The information gathered from-these employers was rank ordered

to determine whith skills\they considered most important.

The following licensing bodies were contacted by mail and asked to

complete the,same questionnaire that the instructors, employers, and employees

compl-eted.

I. National Board for Certification (Den61 Laboratory Technology).

2. Boatd.,0f Registry American Socie4y of Clinical Pathologists

(Medical Laboratory Technology).

3. National Board for Respiratory Therapy (Respiratory Therapy).

The National Board for Certification completed. the questionnaire. The

National Board for Respiratory Therapy, Inc., completed four. questionnaires;

one.by each of the following: the President of NBRT, the Chairman of the°

Technician Written Examination Committee, the Chairman of the Therapist

Written Examination Committee, and the Chairman of the Clinical Simulation

ExaminationTommittee. The 'Executive Director of NBRT indicated that the

responses of these three officers cannot be considered to be the official

5
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position, or opinion of the NBRT, but must be considered as personal op.inionsc4

held by each individual.

The Board of Registry of the American Society of Clinical Pathologists
4

replied asafollows:
. k

"The examinations which we offer, are based on content guide-
li.nes in various laboratory disciplines 'such as chemistry, hematology,
immunology, microbiology, and miscellaneous topics., Whatever mathe-

-matics knowledge and/or skills are relevant to ,those knowledge areas
are9enerally assumed by the committees withoUt giving conscious con-
sideration to the mathematical aspect of the knowledge being 'tested
and prebably not in any instance at tte level of conception which
you have specified in your questionnaire."

The information gathered from the,employers,. employees, technical insP ruc-

tors, and licensing bodies was used to determine what these professionals

perceive a§ important'mathematics content.

.
Each Of the responses was assigned a numerical yalue as follows:

5 Extremely Important
4 Very Important
3 .Important

G2 .Moderately Important
I Not Import nt.

leihe respones were analyzed and a mean-response and rank order were cal-

culated for each item. A Spearman Rank-Order correlatioh coefficient was

used to determine if there was agreement among the respondents as to the rank-

ing of these mathematics skills.' Tables 1-3 contain a list of skills con-

sidered important. A 1110ted number of more complete tables are available

from the author. (After the data were collected, a Spearman Rank-Order

Correlation Coefficient was used to determine if thei-e was agreement among

the respondents as to the ranking Of these mathematics skills.)

CONCLUSIONS AWFINOINGS,

1. There is, currently a wide range of mathematics content being taught

to students in these health occupations. Of the 19 schools surveyed

nationwide, five required 'no mathematics course, six required inter-

mediate algebra or college algebra, four required statistics, and

four required a special health occupations mathematics course.

6
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2. Within a techniararea, employers, employees, technical instrActors,

amd licenerrig bodies agree as to which skill's are considered important.

No trigonometry skills) are considered important for any of the careers.

While arithmetic skills are considered important for all,tgchnologies,

only medical laboratory technolog' and respiratory therapy judge

.algebra .and statistics as important by a.11 respondents-.
I 1 ,

3Data colleCted at MATC sh that entering students score well on test

items for whole numbers an decimals. A few students have,problems with

adding fractions dnd with
1

ercentages. Most of the entering students

are acquainted with the metric system and formulas.

4. The mathematics needed by the dental laboratory technician is dif ffer-
.

ent from the mathematics needed by the other health 'technicians.

Most of the mathematics. skills needed by the medical laboratory

technicians and respiratory therapists are included in'the current

course.

4

5. There are high levels of agreement between the rankings of mathe-
,

.

mmatics skills by the mathematics faculty and by the selected health,

technolcly employers, employees, technical instructors, and licensing

bodies.

DISCUSSION

Several interesting questions arose result of analyzing the- data.

Why was there agreement as to the order of importhnce of the items in

the questionnaire .
In each.of the three areas researched, there appeared. to be agreement

as to the order of importance of the mathematics skills and objectives. This

can be attributed to two factors: first, the VTAE schools train a large per-

centage of the technicians in these areas, these technicians become supervisors

and technical instructors which tends to build a closed system which reinforces
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jAself; second, bath VTAE.disqrict has an advisory committee consisting of

practitioners which help to determi6e the curriculum and keep the program

relevant., This evidence of.communicatIon between schools and employers i

commendable.

Were the btoad general eduoation.objectioua of the mathemaacas curriculum'

Iaodopied h'y respondent-a?

4t was found that five of the seven general educatiqn objectives were /

ranked high by medical labortory technology and respiratory therapy
4

respondents. These five objectives were:
411k

1. To dt414 ease, accuracy, and competency in the use of computa;

it. tional

4

develop an understanding of the use of common mathematical

symbis and concepts such as charts, graphs, elernehtary statistical

presentations, and formulae.
f

41.;r

3. T4#tdqitvelop the ability to think logically-and critically.

4. To be able to use numerical symbols irpresentation of pantitative

information,.

5. 'To understand basic logical procedures so that educatioh into

specialized fields may be continued.

The dental laboratory technology respondents ranked the following two

objectives high:

I. To develop the ability to think logically and critically.

4. 2. To understand basic, logical procedures so that education into
a

specialized fields may be continued.
.

The hi$igh rankings of these general education objectives tend to support

the attitude that the process of mathematics is ImpOrtant. This does not
0

imply that content is got also important, but that the respondents feel that

In addition to specif+c content`the processes of mathematics are also important.
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Why was electroni computinq ranked low in the atudy?

CUPM panels on mathematics curriculum made recommendations to include .

electronic computing as early-as 1964. Significant developments have been

made in thl use of electronic computers in medical areas. This was the

reason that a section on electronic computing was included in this study.
.

The low ranking of electronic computing in the.study seems to indiCate that

even though there has been an increased use of computers in aedical areas

these particular techniciahs feel they can function effectively without

formal education in ,computing. One possible reason for this may be that

t'he increased sophistication of&the computers has made the inpu't and output-

easier for the layperson (noncomputer specialist) to interpret. Therefore,

the technician can use the compOting equipment effectively withoutpOssess-

ing knowledge'of the internal workings of the,system.

Were there any oariations in the respondents rankings jf :toms?

It would be appropriate at this time to comment'on variations in the

respondents ranking 'of some of the items. The most noticeable variation is

in the ranking of basic definitions in geo etry by the dental laboratory

technology respondents. The item "Basic Definitions" ( oint, !ine, etc.

received the following ranks: 19 by the employees, 13 the employers, and

5 by'the licensing bay. The'dental laboratory technolog teachers rankedSr
4.

..

the item 58th and the mathematics teachers ranked the itemi32nd.' This varia-
.

tion in ranking could be a result of the fact that geometry is very-often
..,

played down in the two-year college mathematic's curri6Llum. Therefore,,, the

respondents from within,,the institution would tend to rank geometty r .

than the othet respondents.

These was also a variation in the dental laboratory technician respon-

dents' rankings of "special products and factoring.". These rankings are:

12 for the employees, 57.5 for the employer, 58 for the dental laboratory

9
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011technology teachers,.and 68, for the,mathematics teachers. This variation in
.

rank iing is probably the result of several of the employee respondents

misinterpreting the meaning of "special products and fectorinY." If "special

products and factoring" were interpreted tooean "special products and factor-. '

ing in arithmetic" then the high ranking would be con,sistent with other

rankings in arithmetic, and the discrepancy would be explainable.
1

The variation in*.the ranking of the 'apothecary system" by the medical

laboratory technology respondentwas the result of the mathematics teachers

being less familiar with the career area than the. rest of the respondents.

The mathematics teachers ranked the apothecary system 10;5 while the other

respondents' ranked it 39%5 and 45.5. --

Is there a commArd6re of mathematics needed by health technicians?

Several researchers have found that a common corelof mathematics. is

needed for-simicar occupational areas. Bailey (I) developed a model core

curriculum in mathematics for two-year programs in electronics technology,
,

machine shop technology
automobiletechnology, and automoble technol\ogy A

Business Mathematics Analysis Questionnaire.was used by Scrittorale (2) to

determine that there is a common core of business mathematics applications

that all business majorsshoutifiknow for their job. Lbws (3) found that there
,

.were certain common mathematics %kills th

7
were needed by technikrans in

Michigan industries.

This study has found that the mathematics needed by dental laboratory

technicians is different from the mathematics needed by other heal,thsechni-
i

clans. There 405, therefore, a common core -of mathematics needed by

'respiratory therapists and medical laboratory technicians whiCh is different

4
from, the mathematics needed by dental laboratory tethnicians.

The medical laboratory technology and respiratory therapy programs are

both science intensive. This dictates.mathematics skills that are similar

".10,--

A
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/to the skills needed by industrial technicians. In addition, current rdevelop-
.A

went of electronic technology relative to the medical fleldwill require more

mathematical sophistication in the future.

Dental laboratory technology, on the other hand; appears tobe more

skill or'iented. That is, the:technician's development of a product based on

his/her skills is more important than interpreting data aticl recting to that

data.

It is, .therefore, not surprising thai themedical laborfatory technologyb..
\

and respiratory therapy respondents' ranking of Deeded skills overlapped

with the skills currently being taught to industrial techniciers. it is

also no surprise that' the dental laboratory technology respondents indicated

a need for very little mathematics.

flow couldsthis study be ioplemented?'

The intent of this'study was, not to create a rigid curriculum that is

nonresponsive to local needs, The intent is, rather, to offer a useful study

to help ethers with mathematicscurriculum decislons. A high ranking of an4
item.by thi resporMents should 'be rationale for including that item in the

currictil ii. lf,that item is excl'uded, or if other items are included, the-

rationale for the decision should be at least as good as the rationale pro-

.vided by this study.

For examplce, a committee considering the mathematics curriculum fut a

specific health technology coulduse fhe survey instrument developed for this.

study tb ascertain local needs. Irhaildition, it could examine the results of

this study and review current literature to get a broad Picture of mathematics

needs. The end result would be a Curriculum that utilized the in4
this study and was responsive to focal needs.

.

11.

neg.
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SUGGESTIONS URTHER STUDY
.

.
.. .

The completion of this study indicates that is is possible
.

to gather
. \

curriculum Information from several sources with a single Instrument. The
/

methodology developed for this study can be easily applied to .)everal

related stud4es. The following are studies whlth might be completed using

this study's methodology: .

1. Selected health technologies 1.4ere the subject of this study. The

'tame methodology could be used to gatheC curriculum information for

mathematics needed by other technical areas.

.t

2. Although this study was concerned with mathematics, other discipline

could be studied in the same'manner. Science for health technologies
. t .

and industrialtechnologLes could easily be studied using this
..

methodology.
.1 -. .

.

3. This stud;) was restricted to "the state of Wis o sin. The methodology
!

could be used to compare curriceum needs from fferent geographit

locattdhs. The questionnaire used-was derived from course outlines

from throughout the country. Reg- ional 'and national studies, plus

reports of national committees were a'o used in developilg'the

questionnaire." It would, therefore, be-a0ropTiate to use the clues-

tionnaire to determkne mathematics needs of health technicians in

other states.. 4
0,

Technical areas are constantly changing and technical education must

. ' react to thesechanges. The methodohogy of this stud can be used to supply
. .'s

.

the schools with-the information needed to adjust to these changes

1.

12
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TABLE 1

MATHEMATICS SKILLS/COMPETENCIES CONSIDERED IMPORTANT

FOR DENTAL'LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY

(Mean response for 18 highest ranked mathematics skillS/competencies)
(Nat listed in rank order)

I

' .

.
,

..
Skill/Compete c

m
0

00'
.4.-
CL
E

L.t.i

..
L.
(1)

0%-
0.
E

W

L.
-2 0
M .
u u

'2
. C 4-,00
tll C
I--

o
C-
2
4) >,
U-0- 0

-I 1:13

U-
0.,
M I-
-, 2
..0 O
-1 M
(0 (1)Z./-

I. Fundamental Operations with Whole Numbers 3.57 3.25 4.75 A . 4.91

2. Fundamental Operations with Fractions 2.50 3.00' 4.25 4 4.71,

`3. Fundamental Operations with Decimals 2.64 2.50 3.75 4 4.82

4. Ratio and Proportion . 2.57 3.38 3.25 4 4.73

5. Percentage and Its Uses 2.64 3.00 2.75 2 4.73

6. Hand Calculator Operations
. 2.07 1.00 1.25 2 4.09

7; Approximation and Estimation '.

,

2:28. 2:00 '2.50 4 , 4.00

8. Metric System
.

3.36 3.38 3.75 4 4.1-8

9. Apothecary System
. 1.93 2.00, 2.00 4 4.00

O. Conversions ' r
2.64. 1.50 1.50 4 2.91

11. Use 6f.Measuring.Oevices 3.36 3.25 4.50 4 4.27

12,. Tables and Interpolatio. 1.50 1.50 1.50 2.91

13. Special Products ' 2.33 1.00 1.00 . 1 1.45

14. To understandf,basic, logical procedures
so that 'educaiion into speciajized fields
may lot continued.

,

1.93 2.38,
P
4.50 3 3:18

15. To know methods of proof and reasoning.e

-(

2.00 213 3.50 2.55

16. To thtink and work in a systematic manner. 2.29 2.25
9
4.00 .-4 4.27

17. To develop ease, /accuracy, and compe-
tency in the use of computational skills. 2.36 2.13 2.75 2 4.64

18. To develop the ability to think logically ,

and critically'.
,....,

2.86 2.86 4.75 2 3.91

13
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TABLE 2

MATHEMATICS SKILLS/COMPETENCIES CONSIDERED IMPORTANT

FOR MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY

(Mean response for 20 highest ranked mathematics skills/competencies)
(Not listed in raWk order)

-
Y

.. .
.

.

Ski1.1/Competency
.

.

m
0
)...

0

6

L
i).
0

.9

L
-,T, 2
u u,
-..i t
e_ c-2

0
0 1-

2
m u
E 71 L.

c
1..Fundamerital Operations with Whole Numbers 4.13 '4.62 5.06 4_73.

2. Rundamenta1 Operations with Fractions 3.44 3.92 5.00 4.77

3. Fundamental Operations with Decimals - 4.15 4.38, 5.06 4.77

4. Ratio .and Proportion 0
4:60 4.23 4.83 4.69,

5,Percentage and Its Used
. 4.21 .4.31 5.00 4.77

6. Sci=entific Notation and Significant Figures

I

3.28 3.9; 4.50 4;23
,

7..Hand Calculator Operations .
.3.51 3.46 4.17 4.08

8. Competency in the Use of omputational Skilts
0

4.13 4.31 4.67 4.46

9. To develop the ability to think logically ?
and critically. 4.28 4.31

q

5.00 4.08

10. To develop an understanding of the use of .

'common mathematical symbols and concepts
such as charts, graphs,', statistical presenta-,
tions, and formulae.

t

4.21

.

4.23 4.50 4.54

11. To be able to use numerical symbolstin pre-.
sentation of quantitative 'information. 3.62 3.38 4.33 3.69

12. To
/

think and work,in a systematic manner. 4.654' 4.31 4.67, 4.46

13. To develop stra,tegies and techniques for
problem solving. 3.59 4.00 4.67 3.54

14. To kilow* methods of proof and reasoning. 3.44 3.38 4.67 2.23

15., Presentation of Data 3.49 3.23 4.33, 3.31
.

16. Conversions 3.38
.4.

3.92 4.50 4.00

17. Use of Measuring Devices
0 4.05 4.00 4.50 4.54

18. Metric System k. 4.58 4,69 5.00 4.31
..f

19: Normal Distribution
-1---,.)

3.21 4.00 1.25 3.54

20. To understand basic, logical procedures so ghat
education into specialized fields may lc
continued. '

'.=.2 .

1.59 3.85 4.50 3.54

_.
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TABLE.3

MATHEMATICS SKiLLS/COMPETEilCIES CONSIDERED IMPORTANT

FOR'RESPIRATORY THERAPY

(Mean response for 20 highest ranked mathematics skills/competencies)
(Not listed in rank order)

.

A

0
.

'Skill/Competency

0
>

il
E

u..1

1..

Cj.

a
E

I.Li

L.
..-- 0
0 4-+

L) `5)

-5 ,,,

cp
I- -

CT
C

.71

84:- 0
-I ct%

t.) L.-.- 0
4-+ 4.1

2 2
E ,,,(0 cX -

..

1. Fundamental Operations with Whole Numbers 4.35 4.62 5.00 5.00 4.78

2. Fundamental Operations with Fractions 4.00 14.54 4.75 5.00 4.67

.3. Fundame2,ta) Operations with Decimals 4.41 4.62 5.00 ITe0'"4.78

4. Ratio and Proportion .` 3.91 4.23 5.00 5:00 4.78

5. Percentage and Its Uses 4.15 4.46 5.00 5.00 4.67

6. Scientific Notation and Significant Figures' 3.03 3.31 4.25 4.00 4.44

7. Hand Calculator Operations
t 2.94 3.15 3.38 3.50 4.033.

N.....

8. Approximation and Estimation 3.29 3.31 3.88 4.25. 4.22

9. Metr'ic System 4.56 4.69 4.75 5.00' 4.67

10. Apothecary System 3.24 2.69 3.63 4.25 4.00
.

.

11. Conversions 3.88 3.92 4.75 4.50' 3.67

12. Use of Measuring Devices 3.35 3.77 3.80 4.75 4.44

13. To think and work in a systematic manner. 4.24 4,62 4.25 4.75 4.33
X

14. To develop strategies and techniques for
problem solving. 3.94 4.00 4.25 4.75 3.78

15..To know methods of proof an& reasoning. 3.74 3.62 4.25 4.50, 2.00

V
4.56

,

16. To develop ease, accuracy, and competency
-- 'in the use of computational skills.

i' '

4.09 4.23 4.25 4.26'

17. To develop theyebility to think logically
and critically. ,-

.

4.47 4.77 4.63 5.00 4.11

18. To develop an understanding of the use of
,,...: on matAematical'symbols and concepts
rv.11 as charts, graphs, elementary

' statistical presentations, and formulae.

4.09 4.54 4.13 4.75

.

3.89

19. To be able to'use numerical symbols in
presentations of quantitative information.

4'

3.55 4.46 4.00 4.25 3.67

20. To understand b'as'ic, logical procedures
so that education into specialized fields
may be dontinued.

4.00 3.38 4.00 3.75 3.33
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